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Abstract

Word emphasis and question intonation have significant 
effects on F0 contours for various languages. This paper 
employs the command-response F0 model to investigate the 
effects of the two factors for Cantonese, a typical tone 
language with nine tones. Analysis shows that the main effect 
of word emphasis associated with narrow focus is not on tone 
command but on phrase command. An additional or a larger 
phrase command tends to occur immediately preceding the 
emphasized word. For the tone command of the emphasized 
word, duration may be lengthened but polarity and amplitude 
are hardly affected so that the inherent tone patterns are kept. 
Also, echo question will replace the tone command in the later 
part of the sentence-final syllable by a positive tone command 
of much larger amplitude than usual. Both the effects of the 
two factors can be embedded in the framework of our model. 

1. Introduction

Prosody of speech is affected by a complex combination of 
various linguistic, paralinguistic and nonlinguistic factors. 
Among them, word emphasis and sentence type are two well-
known factors of important effects on prosody (especially on 
F0 contour) of speech across various languages. Different 
languages may have different controls. 

There are two basic categories of emphasis in speech. One 
is informative emphasis associated with focus (narrow or 
broad). It is intentionally imposed on a particular part of 
utterance to highlight the new information. The other is 
default emphasis which is unconsciously embedded in speech 
and is correlated with various characteristics of the text, such 
as morphology, syntax and semantics. In the current study, we 
only investigate informative emphasis associated with narrow 
focus. Apparently, it is paralinguistic. 

Sentence type has a direct role on the so-called sentence 
intonation. The best-known contrast is between question and 
statement, which are usually associated with sentence-final F0

rising and falling respectively. Question sentences, however, 
can be further classified into many types in terms of syntax 
and semantics. In the current study, we only discuss echo
question without any question particles, where the questioner 
repeats a statement out of surprise or suspicion. Without 
taking the degree of surprise or suspicion into account, 
question itself is a linguistic factor. 

Many works have been done on the effects of emphasis 
and question intonation on F0 contours for various languages, 
among which tone languages deserve more study because of 
complex interactions between tones and sentence intonation. 

Cantonese is a tone language well-known for its complex 
tone system. Former works on Cantonese have shown that 

emphasis does not affect tone identities but it results in 
substantial lengthening of syllable duration and expansion of 
pitch range [1], while echo question modifies the F0 contour 
of the sentence-final syllable into a rising contour regardless 
of the tone identity of the final syllable [2-4]. However, none 
of these analyses are based on any quantitative model. 

In this paper, we revisit the effects of the two factors on F0

of Cantonese on the basis of a fully quantitative model we 
have proposed for Cantonese [5, 6]. 

2. Cantonese tone system 

Cantonese is one of the major dialects of Chinese spoken by 
over 70 million people worldwide. It is usually accepted that 
Cantonese has nine citation tones, which preserve the tonal 
categories of Middle Chinese (7th~10th century A.D.). Table 
1 (except the rightmost column) gives some traditional 
descriptions of all the nine citation tones. 

Table 1: Descriptions of Cantonese tone system. 

Tone name in
Middle Chinese system

Tone
number

Pitch
feature

Tone
code

Command 
pattern

Upper-level T1 high level 55 + + 
Upper-elevating T2 high rising 35 - + 
Upper-departing T3 mid level 33 0 0 

Lower-level T4 low falling 21 - -
Lower-elevating T5 low rising 13 - 0 

Non-
entering

tones

Lower-departing T6 low level 22 - -
Upper-entering T7 high level 5 [+ +] 
Middle-entering T8 mid level 3 [0 0] 

Entering
tones

Lower-entering T9 low level 2 [- -]

The syllables of entering tones end with an unreleased 
stop coda /p/, /t/ or /k/, and are comparatively shorter in 
duration than those of non-entering tones. Each entering tone 
has its counterpart of non-entering tone, showing a similar F0

pattern – T7, T8 and T9 correspond to T1, T3 and T6 
respectively. Therefore some transcription schemes only give 
six tones. 

Traditionally a 5-level tone code system is adopted for 
Cantonese after Chao [7]. It provides a simplified canonical 
form for tones in isolated syllable, but it is unable to give 
quantitative descriptions to continuous F0 contours due to the 
relative, subjective and symbolized nature of the codes. 

Lacking a quantitative model, most former works inspect 
F0 measurements such as onset/offset/peak/valley/mean F0

values, slope of F0 curve, or pitch range for the target word. 
However, such analysis has two drawbacks. First, it does not 
separate global intonation and local tone patterns, and hence 
the result may be misleading. Second, these measurements are 
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not efficient to capture the essential characteristics of F0

movement and may be distorted by microprosody. 
In order to overcome these drawbacks, we employ the 

command-response model for the process of F0 contour 
generation to investigate the effects of the two factors. 

3. Command-response F0 model for Cantonese 

Figure 1 shows the diagram of the command-response model 
for tone languages. It describes F0 contours in the logarithmic 
scale as the sum of phrase components, tone components and a 
baseline level. The phrase commands (impulses) produce 
phrase components through the phrase control mechanism, 
giving the global shape of the F0 contour, while the tone 
commands (pedestals) of both positive and negative polarities 
generate tone components through the tone control mechanism, 
characterizing the local F0 changes. Both mechanisms are 
assumed to be critically-damped second-order linear systems. 
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Figure 1: The command-response model for generation of 
F0 contours for tone languages. 

It has already been shown that phrase and tone commands 
have good correspondence with various linguistic and para-
linguistic information of speech. The details of model 
formulation are described in [8]. In the current study, the 
constants ,  and  are set at their respective default values 
3.0 (1/s), 20.0 (1/s) and 0.9 for both speakers, except where 
explicitly stated. 

We have already proposed a set of tone command patterns 
for the nine citation tones in Cantonese [5]. In terms of 
command polarities corresponding respectively to the early 
and later parts of syllable, the pattern for each tone can be 
symbolized as shown in the rightmost column of Table 1. 
Here +, - and 0 denote positive, negative and null commands 
respectively, and the brackets represent entering tones. 

Among them, T3 and T8 have no tone commands, while 
T2 has a pair of tone commands. All the other tones actually 
consist of a single tone command. It is to be noted that T4 and 
T6 show the same command polarities but T4 gives larger 
absolute amplitude than T6 [5, 6]. The command patterns of 
entering tones are similar to those of their respective 
counterparts of non-entering tones, but the duration is always 
shorter for voicing is interrupted by the unreleased stop coda. 

4. Speech data 

Two sets of speech materials are used to investigate the effects 
of the two factors respectively: Speech Material I for the 
effect of word emphasis, and Speech Material II for the effect 
of echo question. 

Speech Material I consists of a carrier sentence “sin1 duk9 
__ ni1 go3 zi6.” (First read the character __.), in which a 
target syllable /maa/ or /ma(a)k/, carrying each of the nine 
citation tones (only syllables of T7 and T9 consist of /a/ 

instead of /aa/), is embedded at the underlined position. The 
sentence is uttered with three different emphasis conditions on 
the target syllable: neutral statement without emphasis, normal 
emphasis, and strong emphasis, respectively. For the latter 
two versions, a question is used to prompt the emphasis: “sin1 
duk9 mi1 ni1 go3 zi6?” (First read the character ‘mi1’?). The 
target syllable is embedded at sentence-medial position so as 
to avoid the possible interaction with sentence initial/final 
shortening or lengthening effect. 

Speech Material II consists of another carrier sentence 
“ni1 go3 zi6 duk9 __”, in which the target syllable /maa/ or 
/ma(a)k/, carrying each of the nine tones, is embedded at the 
underlined position. The sentence is uttered in two different 
moods (neutral statement and echo question) as below: 

“ni1 go3 zi6 duk9 __.” (This character is read as __.) 
“ni1 go3 zi6 duk9 __?” (Is this character read as __?) 

Since echo question is usually associated with a sentence-final 
F0 rising, the target syllable is embedded at sentence-final 
position such that we can investigate the interaction between 
question intonation and tone identity of final syllable. 

In both materials I and II, each sentence was repeatedly 
uttered four times at the normal speech rate by two native 
speakers of Cantonese. Speaker A is male from Guangzhou, 
while Speaker B is female from Hong Kong. Both of them are 
in their 30s. Although in the lexicon there are no characters 
uniquely corresponding to /maa2/ and /maa3/, both speakers 
were trained to utter pseudo-words for them. For each speaker, 
there are altogether 108 utterances in Speech Material I and 72 
utterances in Speech Material II. 

The speech signal was digitized at 10 kHz with 16bit 
precision. The F0 contours were extracted by the modified 
autocorrelation analysis of the LPC residual, and then were 
analyzed manually by the method of Analysis-by-Synthesis. 

5. Effect of word emphasis 

Table 2 and Table 3 give the mean command parameters 
(averaged over four utterances for each) relevant to the target 
syllables in Speech Material I for the two speakers 
respectively. Dt and At indicate the duration (in seconds) and 
amplitude of tone command corresponding to the target 
syllable (note that T2 has two tone commands), while Ap
indicates the magnitude of phrase command immediately 
preceding the target syllable. Ap is set to zero when there is no 
phrase command immediately preceding the target syllable. 

In Table 3 (Speaker B), only the cases of neutral statement 
and normal emphasis are given. It is to be noted that in the 
emphasis case for Speaker B, the constant  for the phrase 
command immediately preceding the target syllable is set at 
2.0 (1/s) instead of default 3.0 (1/s). It is because Speaker B 
tends to significantly lengthen the emphasized word and hence 
makes a slower speech rate, resulting in a decreased value of .

Both the tables show that the main effect of word 
emphasis is not on tone command but on phrase command. 
Emphasis on the target syllable will either introduce an 
additional phrase command or increase the magnitude of the 
existing phrase command immediately preceding the target 
syllable. This is common across the two speakers, though they 
show different renditions of phrase commands (in neutral 
statement, Speaker B always gives a second phrase command 
immediately ahead of the target syllable, while Speaker A 
does not). Also, the stronger the emphasis is, the larger the 
magnitude of the phrase command tends to be. 



Table 2: Mean command parameters relevant to the target 
syllables in Speech Material I for Speaker A. 

No emphasis Normal emphasis Strong emphasis
Dt At Ap Dt At Ap Dt At Ap

T1 0.22 0.23 0.02 0.23 0.24 0.07 0.27 0.27 0.15
0.11 -0.22 0.11 -0.29 0.12 -0.30

T2
0.10 0.36 

0.00
0.11 0.29 

0.12
0.11 0.36

0.26

T3 – – 0.02 – – 0.09 – – 0.23
T4 0.23 -0.42 0.00 0.20 -0.42 0.10 0.25 -0.42 0.29
T5 0.14 -0.28 0.04 0.16 -0.28 0.12 0.14 -0.27 0.26
T6 0.25 -0.15 0.04 0.22 -0.17 0.18 0.27 -0.16 0.31
T7 0.12 0.33 0.00 0.13 0.38 0.08 0.15 0.38 0.19
T8 – – 0.00 – – 0.14 – – 0.30
T9 0.08 -0.21 0.00 0.08 -0.23 0.15 0.09 -0.18 0.33

Table 3: Mean command parameters relevant to the target 
syllables in Speech Material I for Speaker B. 

No emphasis Normal emphasis
Dt At Ap Dt At Ap

T1 0.26 0.34 0.11 0.40 0.30 0.55
0.24 -0.43 0.27 -0.48 

T2
0.15 0.50 

0.15
0.14 0.50 

0.52

T3 – – 0.23 – – 0.56
T4 0.27 -0.75 0.17 0.51 -0.61 0.58
T5 0.23 -0.49 0.23 0.33 -0.41 0.59
T6 0.35 -0.22 0.19 0.48 -0.19 0.58
T7 0.08 0.63 0.14 0.19 0.28 0.65
T8 – – 0.23 – – 0.52
T9 0.14 -0.34 0.19 0.18 -0.27 0.65

Besides, Speaker B shows consistently and significantly 
longer duration of tone commands (and also longer syllable 
duration) for emphasized words, while Speaker A does not. 
On the contrary, Speaker A shows higher intensity of speech 
signal for emphasized words, and the stronger the emphasis is, 
the higher the intensity tends to be. Therefore, different 
speakers may have different styles in prosody control for word 
emphasis. 

However, a common observation across both speakers is 
that not only polarities of tone commands are maintained but 
also no significant difference is shown in the amplitudes of 
tone commands between the three emphasis conditions. 
Especially, the difference between command amplitudes of T4 
and T6 is not affected by word emphasis, and hence the 
distinction between T4 and T6 is maintained. It can be clearly 
observed from the examples (Speaker A) shown in Figure 2. 

Therefore, tone patterns in Cantonese are not affected by 
emphasis conditions. This is consistent not only with the 
former finding [1] but also with another fact that Cantonese 
does not possess neutral tone and the inherent tones are kept 
even in unstressed syllables [3, 1]. 

6. Effect of echo question 

The data shows that echo question results in an F0 rising at the 
sentence-final position regardless of the sentence-final tone 
identity. This observation is consistent with former findings [2, 
4]. Analysis based on the command-response model shows 
that this sentence-final F0 rising can be approximated by 

introducing a positive tone command (henceforth we call it 
question boundary tone) in the later part of the sentence-final 
syllable regardless of the final tone type. 

The problem is how this question boundary tone interacts 
with the inherent tone command pattern of the sentence-final 
target syllable. Two possibilities exist: either it replaces the 
inherent tone command in the later part of the final syllable, 
or it is superposed on the inherent tone command. 

Table 4 and Table 5 give the mean command parameters 
relevant to the target syllables in Speech Material II for the 
two speakers respectively. For statement case, Dt and At
indicate the duration (in seconds) and amplitude of tone 
command for the target syllable (note that T2 has two tone 
commands), while for question case, Dt1, At1 and Dt2, At2
respectively indicate parameters of tone commands in the 
early and later parts of the target syllable. Ap indicates the 
magnitude of phrase command immediately preceding the 
target syllable. When there is no phrase command 
immediately preceding the target syllable, Ap is set to zero. 

For any type of final tone, the polarity of tone command 
in the early part of the final syllable keeps unchanged. For 
final tones inherently ending with a positive command, the 
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(c) Target syllable of T6, neutral statement. 
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(d) Target syllable of T6, normal emphasis. 

Figure 2: Analysis-by-Synthesis of F0 contours of 
Cantonese in Speech Material I for Speaker A. 



Table 4: Mean command parameters relevant to the target 
syllables in Speech Material II for Speaker A. 

Statement Question 
Dt At Ap Dt1 At1 Dt2 At2 Ap

T1 0.27 0.30 0.00 0.15 0.24 0.14 0.46 0.17
0.09 -0.24 

T2
0.11 0.47 

0.00 0.12 -0.32 0.12 0.97 0.14

T3 – – 0.05 – – 0.13 0.72 0.16
T4 0.18 -0.33 0.00 0.16 -0.40 0.11 1.19 0.00
T5 0.15 -0.33 0.10 0.12 -0.34 0.11 1.03 0.14
T6 0.19 -0.13 0.00 0.12 -0.26 0.12 0.91 0.11
T7 0.12 0.59 0.00   0.15 0.75 0.08
T8 – – 0.00 – – 0.10 0.72 0.12
T9 0.12 -0.17 0.00 0.11 -0.19 0.07 0.95 0.04

Table 5: Mean command parameters relevant to the target 
syllables in Speech Material II for Speaker B. 

Statement Question 
Dt At Ap Dt1 At1 Dt2 At2 Ap

T1 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.15 0.43 0.20 0.64 0.30
0.14 -0.24 

T2
0.09 0.74 

0.11 0.18 -0.56 0.15 1.09 0.20

T3 – – 0.19 – – 0.13 0.81 0.38
T4 0.21 -0.64 0.20 0.26 -0.64 0.14 1.26 0.20
T5 0.23 -0.36 0.24 0.25 -0.45 0.16 1.19 0.23
T6 0.37 -0.19 0.24 0.33 -0.26 0.12 1.14 0.35
T7 0.08 0.48 0.29 0.05 0.57 0.10 1.14 0.28
T8 – – 0.25 – – 0.09 0.83 0.41
T9 0.12 -0.27 0.25 0.20 -0.27 0.07 1.38 0.26

amplitude of positive command in the later part of the final 
syllable becomes much larger in echo question than in 
statement. Therefore, sentence-final T1 (and T7 only for 
Speaker B) in echo question require two successive positive 
commands with different amplitudes, the second being much 
larger than the first. 

It is observed that the amplitude At2 largely varies with the 
tone command polarity in the early part of the final syllable: 
T2/T4/T5/T6/T9 (negative) > T3/T8 (zero) > T1 (positive). It 
indicates a compensation effect that the lower the tone 
command preceding the question boundary is, the higher the 
boundary tone command tends to be. At the same time, there 
is no evidence for a superposition over the inherent tone 
command in the later part of the final syllable, otherwise At2
on T4 will be much lower than on T1. Therefore, the question 
boundary tone acts as a substitution instead of a superposition. 

Besides, in most (but not all) cases Ap is larger in echo 
question than in statement. This may be due to an interaction 
with the effect of emphasis, since in this specific sentence of 
echo question the final target syllable tends to be emphasized. 

7. Discussion and conclusions 

Based on the command-response model for F0 contour 
generation, we analyzed the effects of word emphasis and 
echo question on F0 contours of Cantonese speech. 

Unlike the case for Mandarin [9], word emphasis in 
Cantonese does not affect the amplitude of tone command, but 
shows a main effect on phrase command. This conclusion is 

different from that in [1] because the analysis there does not 
separate the local tone patterns from the global sentence 
intonation, though [1] agrees that tone identities are 
maintained regardless of emphasis condition. However, our 
conclusion can still explain the observations on emphasized 
words in [1], where the increase of F0 peak can be due to the 
phrase command, while the expansion of pitch range can be 
due to the lengthened duration of tone command. It is to be 
noted that pitch range expansion may be caused by either 
larger amplitude or longer duration of tone command. 

From the phonological point of view, this result is quite 
reasonable. Since Cantonese has two tones that possess no 
tone commands (T3/T8), only by controlling phrase command 
(if leaving aside syllable duration and intensity) can we realize 
the emphasis without distorting lexical tones. 

Like in many other languages, echo question in Cantonese 
gives an F0 rising at the sentence-final syllable, regardless of 
the final tone identity. Although former works [2, 4] showed 
the same observations, they did not provide any quantitative 
analysis. The claim in [2] that the sentence-final tone in echo 
question transforms into either high level tone (T1/T7) or high 
rising tone (T2) is misled by the symbolized representations 
and fails to distinguish between the patterns ‘0 +’ and ‘- +’. 
Our analysis shows that the inherent tone command in the 
early part of the final syllable is maintained, while the 
inherent tone command in the later part of the final syllable is 
substituted by the question boundary tone, i.e. a positive tone 
command with much larger amplitude than usual. 

As for the F0 downdrift observed in statement sentences of 
Cantonese [1, 4], it is a natural output of the command-
response model by the phrase control mechanism. 
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